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Frustration with core
curriculum surfaces
by TOMER NUSINOV ’24
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Black Female Forum and Black Male Forum presented an assembly over Zoom February 2 to celebrate Black History Month. The groups have planned additional assemblies this month.

Brandt ends tenure after 25 years
by NOAH BENDER ’24

Greg Brandt, a member of the
English department for 25 years,
has announced his plans to leave
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Park after commencement this
coming June.
Brandt has spent the last two
and a half decades designing courses, teaching about significant pieces of literature, and helping all of
his students become better writers
and critical thinkers.
“His classes cement the virtues
of a love of learning and interest in
the world around you,” Elizabeth
Jacoby ’22 said. “His anecdotes
and voices always kept classes engaged, and fun.”
Alice Doyle ’22, an advisee of
Brandt’s, commented on his unique
personality: “I switched into his advisory sophomore year, and he has

been nothing but supportive and
helpful,” she said. “He’s definitely
got a spunk to him that I know will
be missed in future years, and I feel
glad that I got to have him as an adviser for the remainder of my high
school experience.”
Ben Doyle ’17, a former student, describes the impact Brandt
had on his life. “Not every teacher changes your life,” he said.
“Frankly, it would be a headache if
they did. I count myself lucky that
Greg Brandt was the teacher who
changed mine.”

See more about Greg Brandt
on page 5.

Greg Brandt, English.

At a January 5 Zoom meeting,
parents and students expressed
frustration with how the science
department teaches its Core 10 curriculum.
Upper School Principal Traci
Wright and Science Department
Chair Julie Rogers scheduled the
meeting to broaden parents’ understanding of the program. “I think
a lot of [parents] went away with
more knowledge than they had
coming into the meeting,” Rogers
said.
During the hour-long meeting, Rogers presented slides that
outlined the program’s objectives
and explained its rationale, while
Wright monitored the chat. Concerns among parents included issues with pedagogy (particularly
the lack of frontal, explicit instruction), test preparation, and the perception that much of the program is
self-taught by the students through
handouts.
Parents also raised questions
about the program’s reliance on
students’ background knowledge.
Core 10 lessons are adapted to exclude what students already know.
Parents were concerned with how
accurately teachers can assess students' background knowledge. Students who are reluctant to share
what they may or may not know are
not taken into consideration.
While there are students who are
pleased with their experiences in
the course, the science department
acknowledges that a number of students are critical of the program.
According to Gabe Sachs ’24, the

strengths of the program are that it
offers “a wider range of topics, like
computer science and engineering,
that weren’t available in previous
curricula” and that it provides “the
opportunity to take electives a year
sooner.” His concerns, however,
are not rooted in its concept; instead, they “lie in the program’s execution,” Sachs said. “I appreciate
the science department’s eagerness
to hear feedback and listen.”
In prior years, the department
provided families with a comprehensive curriculum overview
before students’ freshman year.
Because of Covid, current 10th
graders and their parents did not
have this opportunity. Therefore,
the recent meeting aimed “to give
parents a better and fuller understanding of Core 10, including the
impetus for the change in the curriculum, a curriculum overview,
standards-based grading, A and
B-level work, collaborative work,
and how students are prepared for
electives in their junior and senior
years,” Wright said.
Wright and Rogers stressed the
department’s commitment to reviewing all concerns and modifying both materials and pedagogies
accordingly. Teachers’ priorities
include “adjusting the type and
frequency of direct instruction, ensuring that students understand the
grading process, and working to increase students’ confidence in their
learning,” Wright said.
To continue to maintain open
lines of communication, the department will hold a follow-up meeting
March 3 for Core 10 students and
their parents.

The ‘King’ of Upper School’s theater program to retire in June

by ALINA GLASS ’22 and
ALEX NORBROOK ’22

Peter King, Upper School Theater and Theater Chair, will be retiring at the end of the school year
after 20 years of teaching at Park.
Directing an impressive 56 plays
and musicals over his tenure, King
has been the heart and soul of the
theater department.
“It was a difficult decision,”
King said. “I decided I was still
young and healthy and wanted to

have time to go hiking and skiing.”
King has been teaching for 40
years total, half of those being at
Park. First and foremost, he will
miss the “creative and wonderful”
students that he has gotten to work
with for those two decades. “I’ll
miss Ancient Games, and I’ll miss
the electric feeling in the theater
when you’re in the middle of the
play and the audience is breathing
at the same time, with collective
gasps and laughter,” he said.

King was instrumental in creating a production specifically for 9th
and 10th graders, and ensuring that
Student Directed Plays occur every
other year.
When asked to pick his favorite
of the 56 plays he directed, King
couldn’t help but mention several,
including A Raisin in the Sun, Macbeth, and The Seagull. “I remember
that [The Seagull] was one of the
shows where I literally was weeping in the back corner just watch-

ing it, because of the acting, the
themes, the poetic language,” King
said.
King will never forget The
Rimers of Eldritch and Robin
Hood, Park’s two Covid-safe outdoor productions that took place in
the woods. “It was all that’s right
about theater. It was the bare essentials, just us out there wrestling
with the text,” he said.
King’s stories speak to his admiration for Park students, who he

believes are mature enough to put
on complex plays.
One group of seniors slept overnight in the Blackbox theater in
sleeping bags. “I just remember
thinking, ‘Oh no, how did you guys
do this? I’m going to get in such
trouble.’ They said, ‘We feel like
we pretty much live in the blackbox
anyway, so why don’t we just sleep
there?’”

KING, see p. 3
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EDITORIAL
Reflect.
As only a high schooler, you are being asked to act as if the world around
you isn’t falling apart. You are expected to be the perfect student: study every night, go to practice, write stellar
papers, and be active in clubs. You
are forced to keep moving forward, to
“Strive On!” day after day, all while
suppressing the trauma of a global pandemic that has dominated your teenage
years.
As teenagers, we are supposed to be
able to to take healthy risks on our own,
try new things, learn and grow. Covid
has robbed that possibility from us.
It’s difficult to fully come to terms
with just how much our lives have
changed over the past two years. We
are so deep in the pandemic that missed
opportunities don’t phase us.
This is dangerous. When we don’t
bat an eye at news of cancelled trips,
rescheduled family gatherings, and online learning, we are not allowing ourselves to feel the full extent of our loss;
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we have become desensitized.
Let’s take a step back. We need to
find the time and space to reflect. You
might be angry, upset, or just tired.
Whatever the emotion may be, just remember:
You deserve to feel.
However you find it most helpful, acknowledge your feelings and
own them. Remember how far you’ve
come; be compassionate with yourself.
Put to words how you feel after almost
two years of living in the Covid era.
It’s okay to feel upset about something that might seem shallow, like
missing your full prom experience or
not being able to perform music or theater indoors. Everyone has a unique
experience of Covid, which must be
validated and explored. However you
decide to process these past two years,
know that the Park community has
your back.

A note from the editors: starting this issue, the Postscript will publish an emissions
tracker, produced by the Climate Change Collective club, which displays Park’s carbon
dioxide emissions from electricity and natural gas used in the previous month. We believe that publishing emissions figures in each issue is crucial to holding ourselves accountable for reducing the school’s impact on the climate. The information will show
readers how the school contributes to the crisis through the energy it draws from nonrenewable sources. See tracker on page 3.
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Why aren’t we learning about antisemitism?
by JACK KRUPNICK ’24
Antisemitism is more alive than ever.
Thursday, January 27, was Holocaust Remembrance Day, a day devoted to remembering the millions of victims of the Holocaust.
Despite this, Park administration neglected to
mention the topic. Park dedicates a lot of curriculum and public time towards diversity—
there is a class for diversity, equity and inclusion, we have diversity assemblies, and there
are staff members dedicated to increasing our
school’s awareness and qualities of diversity.
Despite all of this, I haven’t learned about antisemitism in any of these forums. In a time
of such heavy antisemitism in the world, it’s
incredibly important for Park to teach its students about the age-old hatred of the Jewish
people. Unfortunately, antisemitism is alive
and present. Park students must know how to
identify and combat it.
On October 27, 2018, while delivering my
Torah portion in front of my friends and family, 11 innocent Jews were murdered in the
Tree of Life congregation. As I was celebrating my entry into Jewish adulthood, a massacre was occurring only 300 miles away, to
people who were sitting in a temple just like
the people in front of me. I am forever haunted by the knowledge that as I was reading my
Torah portion, Jewish people who were no
different than me, were being killed, solely
for their religion.
On Saturday, January 15, 2022, Malik
Faisal Akram walked into Congregation Beth
Israel in Colleyville, Texas. The rabbi welcomed him in and offered him tea, thinking
that he was a man in need of help. Instead,
the man pulled out a gun during the service
for Shabbat, the holiest day of the week for
Jewish people. He held four Jewish people
hostage in an attempt to free a terrorist imprisoned for trying to kill U.S. officers.
It saddens me that Park neglected to talk
about this incident until students shared their
concerns, leading to an explanation of the
hostage situation by student leaders of the
Jewish Student Union during an assembly.
Coleyville reminds us that acts of antisemitism are still happening. In my Jewish education, I’ve learned about conspiracy theories
that have been levied against Jews for thou-

sands of years. Why did this man think that
Jews had the power to release a terrorist?
Park needs to teach about antisemitism
because even in a public, obvious act of hatred, the US government decided that Jews
were not the target. Matt DeSarno, a spokesperson for the FBI, mentioned in an interview
shortly after the attack that “It was not specifically related to the Jewish community.” It’s
terrifying that a synagogue can be taken hostage and an organization that leads security
in the United States will openly deny that the
attack is antisemitic.
Education about antisemitism is under attack in the United States. According to The
Texas Tribune, during training following new
education regulations passed by the Texas
state legislature, teachers were informed that
they would be required to give students materials that provide an “opposing viewpoint”
to the Holocaust. A similar bill is currently
being considered in my hometown, St. Louis, Missouri, where I was born. On January
10, 2022, the McMinn county school board
in Tennessee decided to remove the book
Maus, a book that portrays Polish survivors
of the Holocaust, from their curriculum. This
graphic novel was banned from schools due
to its language and for showing imagery of
a nude woman. Although the school board
claims to have removed the book for foul language and nudity, the author of the book, Art
Spiegelman, believes the book was banned
for its violent telling of how Jewish people
were murdered. The Holocaust cannot be
censored. It’s incredibly important that students are taught about the true history of the
Holocaust.
Park students are smart and aware of the
world. Sometimes, it feels like Jews have
assimilated. But incidents like Coleyville,
Poway, Squirrel Hill, and Charlottesville remind Jews that we are still outsiders. Now
more than ever we must keep Holocaust education alive as the number of true eyewitnesses to the horrors of the Holocaust are passing
away, and educate about antisemitism. I hope
that Park School will work to include education about antisemitism in DEI classes and
assemblies. If students aren’t taught about
antisemitism at Park, I fear we will not know
what to do when we face it.
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Theater director King retires
The cast of Mr. Burns, a Post-Electric
Play decided to hike out five miles to a shelter on the Appalachian Trail and perform the
play, as it was set in a similar location. They
ran the entire show in sub-freezing temperatures in the evening, before camping overnight. “It was marvelous. They were such an
adventurous group,” King said.
King’s dedication to the theater program
was constant, even leading him to physical
injury. King was testing the zipline for a Peter Pan production when it ripped out of the
wall, and he fell and cracked his ribs. “The
whole three weeks until the show, and for six
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Peter King, Theater.

months after, I couldn’t laugh,” he said. “And
in Peter Pan, there was some really funny
stuff,” he said, explaining how watching that
play proved a slightly painful ordeal for his
ribs.
To King, theater is life. “Theater, to me,
is a way to make sense out of life, to interpret life. It’s a way of understanding what it
means to be human,” he said. “It’s a way of
seeing the world.”
“It’s really clear that he loves what he
does,” Upper School English teacher Sarah
Schwartz said. “He loves theater. He loves
Park. He loves students.”
Adele Dinerstein, Upper School Music
Chair and Assembly Coordinator, is one of
many faculty members who will miss King.
She worked closely with him on every annual musical production since he came to Park.
“I feel fortunate to work with Peter,” Dinerstein said. “We bring very different strengths
to it [the musical]. We both share a vision of
working to make a good production, to get
good work out of people.”
Students and faculty appreciate King’s
teaching style. “It’s really admirable the way
that he looks at theater,” Dinerstein said.
Schwartz noted how King never ceases to
bring his full energy to each production he
directs. “He’s seeing everything with fresh
eyes every time,” she said. “It’s not like he
comes in with a pre-formed idea… he’s really adapting to what he sees happening and
what students think of the plays.”
“He really cares about each individual
student and how they understand characters,
plot, lines and theater itself,” Lindsay Reamer ’23, an actor in this year’s Spring Production, Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
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Drama teacher and theater director Peter King rehearses his last spring production, Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The play will run April 7-9.

Dream, said.
“Peter has been an integral part of the theater department,” Isabella Otterbein ’22 said.
“I’m very grateful for the years I got to spend
under his wing.”
Otterbein has worked as a stage manager
and as a crew member for productions since
9th grade.
“I enjoyed working with someone who
really knew what they were doing,” Charley
Davis ’22 said. Davis worked on Tech Crew
and is stage manager for the Spring Production. “Sometimes tech crew would be disgruntled with his love for fog machines, but
he always made it work out,” Davis said.
King is planning on an active retirement
that involves hiking, backpacking, and ski-

Advanced French class visits Embassy of Chad
by ZOË PICKARD ’23
On Tuesday, December 14, 2021, students
enrolled in Advanced Topics in French 1 (Accelerated), embarked on a field trip to Washington D.C. with French teacher Sofia Park
and Upper School Principal Traci Wright,
who accompanied the class as their bus driver. The aim of this trip was to visit the Smithsonian National Museum of African Art to
learn about French-speaking African countries. Unfortunately, the museum was closed
when they got there.
Instead of turning around and driving
another two hours back to Baltimore, Park
and Wright told the students to get out their
phones and start calling African embassies.
Each student, “slightly terrified,” according
to Juan Quintero ’22, was responsible for

calling the embassy of one French-speaking
African country.
Out of six, only one embassy answered:
the Republic of Chad. Rainer Becker ’22 was
the student who made the phone call, with
instructions to speak solely in French and to
convince the embassy that the high school
class was worthy of their time.
According to Becker, after a brief conversation over the phone about the students’ intentions, members of the embassy agreed to
meet them.
Becker described the exchange: “He said,
‘Well, when do you want to come?’ And I
said, ‘15 minutes?’ And then he said ‘OK,’
and hung up the phone.”
Fifteen minutes later, the class walked
into the Embassy of Chad. They proceeded

ing. He is hoping to visit his daughter and son
in Colorado, where he grew up, and plans to
spend time with his mother in Albuquerque.
“I’ll probably take a year just having fun,
and then I’ll try to actually figure out some
more purposeful things to do, whether it’s
volunteer work or teaching adult acting classes,” King said.
Another possible venture is to start taking art classes and painting again. He will
also have time to for his 120-year-old house,
which he has been slowly restoring, and
which he finds to be “really gratifying to
work on,” he said.
King mused that he may also finish a book
about teaching theater that he had started to
compile while he was a teacher.

Carbon Dioxide
Emissions Tracker

to a meeting room and were greeted by the
Economic Counselor and the Press Attaché to Data courtesy Matthew Tabrisky ’22 from the Climate Change Collective.
the Ambassador.
In January 2022 alone, Park emitted
The students had the opportunity to discuss, in French, the culture, international
relations, environment, and politics of Chad
with the diplomats for over an hour. Quintero
described the experience as “one of those opportunities you never get.”
Metric tons of CO2
Park confirmed that the students asked
dozens of thoughtful questions. She ex- Equivalent to...
plained that one of the most interesting parts
• 15582 gallons of oil burned
of the discussion was about the Francophonie
• 177,066 pounds of coal burned
Organization, or, Organisation Internationale
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pared with January 2021
Park said.
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News in brief
Language trips cancelled

Westheimer Prize winners plan for summer travel

Language trips to Paris, France and Mérida, Mexico were cancelled due to Covid worries.
The trip planning committee made the
difficult decision to cancel after hosts in both
cities expressed concerns about receiving
Park students, and after the Park school trip
policy was changed as cases started to rise
due to Omicron.
The language department is determined
to offer such trips next year for students in
French and Spanish classes.

Margot Kohn ’24 and Skyler Redmond-Hoel ’24 won this year’s Westheimer
Prize.
They will join Aidan Connors ’22 and
Darryl France ’22 in conducting projects
abroad. Connors and France won the prize
two years ago, but their projects were cancelled at the time due to Covid.
Kohn will be studying marine vertebrates
in South Africa, and Redmond-Hoel will
spend the summer in the Galapagos Islands
working on tortoise and seal conservation.

In Ghana, France will coach basketball and
do volunteer work, and in Northern Ireland,
Connors will volunteer with a peace and reconciliation organization.
Pat Westheimer ’61, who created and permanently endowed the prize, believed in the
value of international travel as an important
component of a student’s education.
The annual prize is awarded by randrom
drawing to any student who might otherwise
not be able to afford to travel internationally
for work, study, or service.

-3.84%

Metric tons of CO2

From KING, p.1

Jan. 2021

Jan. 2022

If we achieve a 3.84% annual decrease, Park will halve
its emissions relative to
2018-19 as late as 2040.
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Dan Paradis
adjusts mask
protocols
by LEAH PICKUS ’22

Cloth masks by themselves no longer sufficient
as the Omicron variant
reigns free.
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The observatory dome, which sits atop the Upper School Math/Science hallway, houses a telescope installed when the building was new. Astonomy classes used the telescope regularly until 2016.

Science department revives telescope

by MARGOT KOHN ’24

When the current math and science wing
opened in 1997, one of the highlights was
the rooftop observatory. Astronomy classes
made good use of the telescope housed within until the school’s last physics and astronomy teacher, Sean Lally, became US scheduler
in 2016. With the prospect of a new science
and engineering wing, there is renewed interest in using the telescope.
Three years ago, when Science teacher
and Science Department Chair Julie Rogers
made the decision to bring back the telescope, the first step was to figure out if it still
worked.
She reached out to the telescope company,
and an inspector came to Park.“He looked at
the telescope and told us that it was in tip-top
perfect shape. The telescope itself was pristine,” Rogers said.
The inspector had also advised not to put
it on the roof. Right now, the observatory is
located on the roof above the odd numbered
science classrooms, but will be moved to the
horse pasture or lower fields area, making it
more accessible.

Rogers then showed him the instruments
that came with the telescope. The inspector
told her that the telescope could collect original data from anywhere in the school using
a remote access. The telescope needs lots of
oversight, and Rogers thinks that there needs
to be a club or group of community members
who care about astronomy and will commit
to caring for it. There also needs to be a faculty member to lead the effort.
Blair Northcott, a teacher new to the science department, is interested in using the
telescope for his astronomy class, which he
is offering during second semester. The telescope would be able to record data for the
class. Students could set up the controls in
the classroom and use the data the telescope
collects for projects and analysis.
“We have a number of smaller telescopes
that we can use,” Northcott said. “The idea is
that if we could get consistent access to the
telescope, then we can collect data,” he said.
Rogers suggested that the telescope could
also be for the community. The astronomy
class or club could give presentations about
their findings. It could be used for parent
events, shared with other schools, and serve
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Inside the observatory cupola, the telescope gathers dust.

as a great resource for learning. All grade levels would be able to use it.
“I didn’t know we had a telescope…I
think that’s really cool and I hope that we’re
able to use it in the future,” Lindsay Reamer
’23 said.

Upon the return from winter break, and a
new surge of Covid due to the Omicron variant, the community is taking necessary precautions to protect its students and faculty.
Along with continued weekly PCR testing, a new requirement urges that everyone
wear more effective protective face coverings.
In a January 4 email, Head of School Dan
Paradis stated that students may “choose
a multi-layer ‘medical grade’ mask, a
multi-layer cloth mask, or combine a cloth
mask with a medical grade mask.” He then
went on to say that “many experts are recommending KN95, N95, or similar.”
Although this is only a minor change,
it is expected to significantly increase the
level of safety at school. “I do expect the
use of better masks like N95s and authentic KN95s to make a substantial difference,”
Upper School Interim Dean of Students Elliott Huntsman said. “These masks block 95
percent of particles, while a cloth mask only
blocks 30 to 50 percent.”
“I’m pleased to see the school once again
following the science as we learn more about
how to keep each other safe and healthy,”
Huntsman said.
This new mask requirement allows students and faculty to be extra cautious, while
using the resources they have. “The one
thing is that it does make it harder to hear
people but overall I think it’s a good rule,”
Allie Doyle-Hines ’22 said.
Many students believe that it is an important step to protect the community.
When asked if she feels safe at school
with the new requirement, Sami Zooker ’24
said, “Definitely. I feel like it would be nice
if everyone followed it [the mask protocol].
If it gets to a point where it’s really bad,
maybe make people stay home if they’re not
listening because we can only do so much,”
she said.

School ups defenses against highly contagious Omicron variant
by EVAN ISELI ’25
Discovered early in November,
a new Covid threat, the Omicron
variant, has emerged and has quickly caused the number of Covid cases to multiply throughout the world.
According to the World Health
Organization, Omicron is now the
dominant Covid variant. First identified in South Africa, Omicron is
more easily spread than the Delta variant, even among those who
are fully vaccinated, though it has
caused around 50 percent fewer
hospitalizations than Delta according to The New York Times in an
article from January 11.
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) still highly

recommends getting fully vaccinated and boosted, as that can help
mitigate effects of Covid.
The new surge of Omicron
paired with the presence of Delta
has caused a spike of cases, including in Maryland, which has now
started to decline slightly. According to data from Johns Hopkins
University, the seven-day average
for cases in Maryland was around
700 on November 6, 2021, but skyrocketed to over 13,000 cases by
January 6, 2022.
With the prevalence of Omicron, the school continues to take
action, building upon existing
safety measures in response to the
new variant. Polymerase chain re-

action (PCR) Covid tests continue
to be administered weekly. Masks
continue to be worn, and social
distancing rules continue to be enforced.
“The most important thing that
we did was to establish eating protocol,” Upper School Principal Traci Wright said. “We asked people to
eat only for 30 minutes, and to be
seated in a designated area.”
There are now signs on the door
of each classroom that dictate the
capacity of each room. In addition
to weekly testing, the school continues to update the community
with current plans regarding the
pandemic. Shortly before students
returned from winter break, Head

of School Dan Paradis sent an
email requiring students and faculty to wear multi-layer masks during
the school day. The email gives
clear standards as to what types of
masks are appropriately functional,
and the proper way to wear them.
Even though the necessary precautions are in place, there are still
concerns. Noah Yasbin ’24 is worried about going virtual: “I’m just
somewhat concerned that because
of the very large rise in cases…
school will shut down for an extended period of time,” he said.
In light of recent indications
that Omicron has peaked and the
positivity rate in Maryland is going
down, Wright allayed fears of go-

ing virtual.
“With everybody doing what
we’re supposed to be doing and
we’re testing…then [going virtual]
is not even part of our consideration. We’re planning for the spring
to be as normal as possible,” she
said.
Wright and Upper School Interim Dean of Students Elliott Huntsman believe that the school has
what it takes to continue to be diligent in staying safe. “Our students
are by and large really willing to
work with what we think of as reasonable requests,” Huntsman said,
“and people are trying really hard.
Most people are doing it really pretty well.”
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Greg Brandt looks back on meaningful moments at Park
by NOAH BENDER ’24

How long have you been
working at Park? Can you tell me
a little bit about your first year?

I have been teaching at Park for
25 years. My first year was 19971998. That year was actually really hard. I had taught previously
at more traditional schools, and I
was excited to be at a progressive
school. However, I found Park’s
culture challenging to understand,
and I made some mistakes that
year. It certainly got better as time
went on.
What is your favorite thing
about being a teacher?
I am someone really interested
in writing and literature, so I love
that most of my time is spent focusing on these. At Park, the relationships are just warmer and deeper
than at the other schools where I
taught. I really feel like I’m helping my students grow and learn to
appreciate writing and literature
every day.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Greg Brandt plants wisdom.
Working with students, they
grow
He leaves in the fall.

What was one of the most significant parts of your educational
experience?
The most powerful part for
me was my graduate degree at St.
John’s College in Annapolis, Maryland. It’s a small school of people
who love to learn and think deeply

about what they study. That really shaped my love for education.
Also, in high school, I had a really
great English teacher for 11th and
12th grade, Mrs. Ida C. Forbis. Before then, I was focused on science,
but she showed me just how rich
English could be.

of your life?
Any dark chocolate that’s not
too sweet.

Since this is your last year,
how would you like to reflect on
your time at Park?

What is your favorite dinosaur?

First, as long as Park has been
around, it has offered the “freedom
to teach,” the freedom to bring your
full self to the classroom, to figure
out how best to help students, and
to choose your materials.
It’s given me the opportunity to
create meaningful courses. At the
other schools where I taught, there
was a rigid curriculum that someone else had created and I had to
follow it.
The freedom to teach here is a
big reason why I’ve stayed so long.
Second, the relationships with students and other teachers have been
wonderful–something I’ve cherished over the last 25 years. These
will certainly be something I miss.
Third, in leaving, I hope to give
Park an opportunity to hire someone who brings greater diversity to
the school, however that’s defined.
What is your favorite candy if
you could only eat one for the rest

How many feral chickens
would it take to kill an elephant?
One really, really smart one.

T-rex. Because killing.
How many pets do you have
now, and how many have you had
in the past? Any fun names?
I haven’t had a lot of pets, but I
had a cat named Clavamox for seven years. She was named after the
medication she was on when she
was adopted. I associated Clavamox with her because I was always
making her swallow the stuff. Now
I have a gray cat named Argyll after
a part of Scotland.
You’re known for your iconic
daily haiku on the board. What
is your favorite haiku? Is there a
reason you particularly love that
haiku?
My favorite haiku writer is Issa.
The biggest reason why is that he
had a hard life, but still maintained
compassion and a sense of humor.
He was born in 1763 and I was born

in 1963, so I feel we have a connection. An iconic Issa haiku is “Pissing in the snow / outside my door—
/ it makes a very straight hole.” I
just love this moment because so
much of haiku is about noticing the
little wonders of life and this is exactly that.
Who is your favorite celebrity?
Zena Hitz, the author of Lost in
Thought and this year’s Resident
Scholar. She’s an intellectual rock
star.
Favorite actor or actress of the
21st century?
I really admire the German actor
Matthias Brandt. He is best known
for being in Babylon Berlin on Netflix. Unfortunately, he gets blown
up by Nazis, but while he’s there,
he’s really great.
And lastly, what ocean do you
most identify with this month?
The Pacific. It’s mighty and
stormy. That seems fitting for January.
What are your plans after
leaving Park?
I’d like to keep it a little bit of
a mystery, but I will be moving to
Eugene, Oregon this summer!

Young Brownie staff works tirelessly against unique challenges
by ARIELLE ADLER ’24

Brownie is one of Park’s most notable
staples. It outlines our school community,
and captures the many remarkable moments
that we will one day reminisce about. The
yearbook makes every student’s hard work
through the school year worthwhile, and
brings the laborious term to a gratifying conclusion when it is released each June.
The publication of the highly acclaimed
yearbook would be impossible without
the Brownie club members and leaders.
This year, leaders Soren Dhruv ’24, Molly
Rabb-Jaros ’24, and Daisy Applefeld ’24
took on the challenging role of organizing
and planning, breaking from the tradition of
upperclassmen leaders. Together, these three
guide all members in the process of creating
this year’s 2021-2022 edition of Brownie.
Traditionally, the position of a club leader
is awarded to applicants with the most experience in the club, which is usually a senior
leader. However, this year, these sophomores
were the most qualified. Being at this grade
level with an authoritative rank requires an
immense amount of responsibility.
“We have to talk to faculty and seniors a
lot. It’s hard having to deal with mostly older people, and having one year of experience
made it even harder when we first started.
But now that it’s been a few months, these
things have gotten easier,” Dhruv said. Applefeld agreed. “I have personally had to
send out many emails to the whole class of
2022 and to a bunch of faculty asking for pictures, letters, and any additional information.
Sometimes, it feels a little overwhelming being a sophomore and emailing all these people,” she said.
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Left: Daisy Applefeld ’24, Molly Rabb-Jaros ’24, and Soren
Dhruv ’24 examine a recent Brownie to compare design
ideas. Top: A row of Brownies sits on a shelf in the library
office.

These sophomore leaders divided Brownie club members into designated sections of
the yearbook: Lower/Middle/Upper School,
Faculty, Clubs, Student Life, Sports, and
Senior Pages. Each section has two leaders
to instruct the staff working there. The club
leaders are then responsible for directing the
section heads and offering assistance with
their work.
This system permits communication and
collaboration between all members. “At the
beginning of each meeting, we check in with
the whole group asking if there are any questions or problems. After that, the rest of the
period is a work period for each section,”
Applefeld said.
As a member, there are many tasks to
complete. “Part of my job is to help take pho-

tos of every club, and once that’s done, Soren
collects them and starts to help others design
the spreads,” Emily Brinckerhoff ’24, a firstyear Brownie member working in the Clubs
section, said.
Transforming these photos into the extravagant pages we all know is no easy task.
It requires contributions from everyone to
upload, edit, and lay out each page.
To acknowledge Covid, the club plans to
include amusing highlights from this school
year to shed a positive light on the adaptations made to protect our community. This
includes students’ at-home Zoom setups,
a place in the Year-In-Review section, and
more surprises to come. Covid mandates and
Park’s subsequent rules have had some effect
on Brownie’s process.

Some pictures for clubs or faculty are on
Zoom, and it has been a lot more challenging
to get pictures of the Lower School and Middle School.
Brownie editors create a theme for their
yearbook, which serves as the takeaway for
those reading it. Each edition of Brownie acts
as a time capsule for its future readers, painting a picture of Park that year. “Even in the
pandemic, things can stay the same and we
can still have a good year. I think the yearbook will be a big part in that as it shows a
reflection of our year,” Dhruv said.
In the 2021-2022 edition of Brownie, the
leaders plan to encapsulate the perseverance
of Park’s community through tough times
and how students strove to have a fulfilling
year in spite of Covid hardships.
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Ravens coach Daniel Stern ’12 reviews thrilling but rocky season
by SAM ST. JOHN ’23
If you meet a football fan at Park, they
are most likely an enthusiast of the Baltimore
Ravens. Little do they know that there is a
Park alumnus working for them.
Daniel Stern ’12 is a Football Research
Coach for the Ravens. Studying opponents,
game situations, in-game decision making,
and more, Stern makes his mark on Ravens
games. He uses statistical modeling and other
factors to try to give the team the best chance
to win.
As a five-year member of the Ravens’
coaching staff, Stern called this season, “the
craziest season of all time,” and from a fan’s
perspective, it was wild.
“In terms of the losses that we had early on and the injuries we suffered, it felt like
every game was close,” Stern said. “We definitely lost some games that we should have
won, [and] we probably won some games we
should have lost,” he said.
From starting the season 8-3 to finishing it 8-9, the rollercoaster nature of this
Ravens’ season is certainly rare. “Overall, I
think even with the injuries and with the way
a lot of games played out down the stretch,
we are not satisfied at all,” Stern said. “We
are all, the coaches and I, proud of all our
guys for battling through tough circumstances and creating a ton of legendary moments
throughout the season that we will hold onto
forever.”
The season had many exciting moments:
the Ravens beat the Kansas City Chiefs, a ri-
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Daniel Stern ’12, Football Research Coach for the Ravens, exchanges a few words
with legendary Ravens tight end Mark Andrews.

val of the past few years, and Justin Tucker
successfully kicked the longest field goal of
all time in a thrilling win against the Detroit
Lions.
I put Stern through an in-game situation to

see how his job works: whether the Ravens
decide to punt or “go for it” on a 4th down.
“There are a lot of things you think about
when in that particular situation,” Stern said.
“It comes down to if you punt they are going

to get the ball back, and how likely are you to
win the game if you get the ball back.”
Stern often repeated that the likelihood of
winning the game is the most important element in choosing what action to take.
“If you get a first down on that play and
still have possession, knowing what you
know about the score and the time remaining,
how likely are you to win the game in that
case?” he said. “How do you do that? You
can use statistical modeling and other factors
to try to figure that out.”
Those components include the facts about
the specific game, the team’s offensive and
defensive identity, conditions, and most importantly, the likeliness of a win.
It’s clear from this interview that football
isn’t just about people tackling each other.
It’s a science. Stern credits one of the many
reasons for his success to his time at Park.
“Park teaches you to challenge conventional wisdom and to think through the reason that you are doing something,” he said.
“They challenge you to understand things
fully and have very good reasoning for things
that you say and things that you do and present.”
Because of his influential status with
Park’s favorite professional sports team,
Stern is living proof that Park students can
follow their dreams.
Stern serves as a reminder that there are
amazing ways to be involved in sports, even
if it isn’t scoring a touchdown. He is yet another great reason to root for the Ravens.

Students share ups and downs of quarantine experience
by WILL PERES ’23
As the 2021 Winter Break rolled around,
many students planned to see their families
for the holidays, go on vacations to warm
beaches, or hit the icy slopes. However, for
some students, those plans were stopped in
their tracks as the outbreak of the Omicron
variant hit just as vacation began. Christmases were ruined and family plans destroyed.
I set out to uncover the lives of those students quarantining after testing positive for
Covid The following is an archive of vaccinated students who tested positive for Covid
over winter break.

HBO Max’s show of the same name during
quarantine.
“I watched it for the first time and I really enjoyed it,” he said. During his seven-day
quarantine period, his normal day consisted
of watching movies, reading books, and getting ahead on school work. Now out of quarantine, Euphoria will continue to stay updated on the new seasons of “Euphoria.”

been.” One thing Witcher learned was how
to make her own apple pie. You can find her
perfecting her new apple pie recipe while rewatching the entire Marvel franchise.

Patient Holiday:

Patient Knives:
Patient Witcher:

Patient Euphoria:
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Patient Euphoria, a junior, happened to
enjoy his time locked in his room. “To be
honest, I did enjoy quarantine,” he said. “After quarantine ended, nothing changed.”
It is unclear where Euphoria contracted
Covid originally, as he was never able to pinpoint where he was exposed. However, none
of his family ever tested positive. “I was the
only one in my house that tested positive,
meaning I quarantined successfully,” he explained.
Patient Euphoria spent time bingeing

Patient Witcher was not the biggest fan of
the virus when she tested positive. “I got it on
Christmas Eve, so I couldn’t see my whole
family on Christmas and that was very disappointing.” However, as patient Witcher puts
it, “It was nice to have an excuse to not leave
the house, though.”
Unlike many other patients, Witcher knew
where she was exposed, as her sister and her
sister’s boyfriend both tested positive during
the holidays together. This meant that she and
her family were able to quarantine together
and at least get to spend the holidays with
each other.
A long day of quarantine for her consisted
of watching the series The Witcher, bingeing
Marvel movies, and working out in her basement. “It was honestly the laziest I’ve ever

Patient Knives, a junior, had mixed feelings about his time spent alone, as it wasn’t
always a bad thing. “I definitely don’t think
it was a complete negative because it got me
out of doing a lot of stuff,” he said. “It was
nice being alone by myself in a way because
I would do stuff I never did before.”
Unlike others, patient Knives tested positive after the holidays had already passed.
He was the only one of his family who contracted the virus. “None of my family was
exposed, so luckily my family didn’t have to
quarantine,” Knives said.
A normal day consisted of playing video
games on his computer with his friends and
watching movies. Once his symptoms had
passed, he would go on runs. “I watched this
really good movie called Knives Out. Definitely recommend it,” Knives said, You can
find patient Knives out of quarantine, still
playing video games with his friends.

Patient Holiday, a freshman, did not enjoy
her solitary confinement as much as others
had, as she tested positive just as the holidays were about to take place. “I didn’t really
enjoy it because it was over the holidays and
because of it, I couldn’t spend time with my
family,” she said.
Patient Holiday assumes that she contracted the virus at her soccer practice, as
she practices for a team outside of Park. She
was the only one in her household who tested
positive. “I was the only one in my family
who actually got it, so I quarantined alone in
my room.”
A normal day for Holiday contained lots
of reading, watching TV, as well as catching
up on sleep. “I watched a lot of Good Luck
Charlie and read a book I got for Christmas.
I also wrapped a ton of presents because it
was right before Christmas that I got it,” she
said. We now welcome back Holiday to the
community Covid-free.
As we re-enter the new semester back
from break, these four students enjoy their
time back at school symptom-free. Still, the
quarantine archive continues to grow as the
patient count increases week after week.
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Updated DEI program aims to more effectively engage students
Student feedback

by WREN LONG ’23

The updated Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) course curriculum, implemented
this year as a part of Park’s anti-racism policy, has sparked spirited conversations about
the curriculum’s effectiveness.
Some students complained about the loss
of their M-block (which has been converted
to a DEI block). Others claimed that the program failed to go deep enough.
Even students who hold an overall positive opinion of DEI are hesitant to endorse
the program wholeheartedly, arguing that the
course, while well intentioned, falls short of
meeting its goals.
DEI Fellow Akira Townes ’13, one the
creators of the DEI curriculum, explained
that “the goal of the curriculum is, broadly,
for all students to be able to have engagement
with Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.”
“When I was a student here, it [DEI] was
an opt-in thing…but because of the school’s
anti-racist action plan, they’re really standing
firm in their DEI values,” Townes said, highlighting the importance of having a mandatory DEI program. “[DEI leaders] are making
sure we’re sending [students] into the world
as informed citizens.”
So, simply by showing up and having
these conversations, we are achieving the
broad goal of the DEI curriculum. Discussions taking place seem, for the most part,
thoughtful and in-depth. “I really liked how
it was an open conversation and everyone
felt included… I definitely learned some new
things through DEI,” Bianca Nolan ’23 said.
Greg Brandt, who is a faculty facilitator
for the program, echoed Nolan’s sentiment.
“My experience was that people were pursuing the topics [in DEI] seriously and thoughtfully,” he said.
Despite this, both Nolan and Brandt felt a
certain rigidity of the curriculum. “I’m used
to having great autonomy in my classroom,
and it’s been really emphasized to the faculty
members here that we’re not teaching, we’re
facilitating, and we have a pretty clear struc-

ture to follow,” Brandt said. “Sometimes I
felt like ‘well this is a rich conversation, but
we are supposed to get to these two or three
other things,’ so that was challenging because
I’m used to having more control over how
such things roll.”
Nolan described the student perspective
of the issue, saying she would have preferred
to have more student-led conversations.
Townes and the rest of the DEI office have
generally been receptive to suggestions and
changes. Over the course of the past semester, there was a noticeable shift from activity-based sessions to more media and discussion-based conversations.
This was because of complaints from the
students that the activities felt childish. Even
in the face of these setbacks, the DEI office
is confident in the program they designed,
and continue to stand by the structure. The
response of the DEI office harkens back to
Townes’s claim about the goal of the program.
DEI coordinators believe that it is important that students are exposed to a wider
breadth of discussion topics: if students dive
deep into one theme or idea, they miss the
overall structure that the DEI program aims
to instill in every student.
“The thing about DEI work is there is so
much value, even in the fact that students
don’t like it… we’re actually on the right
track,” Townes said, “[the work] is still going to stick with you. Even if you don’t accept it now.”
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A. Connors ’22 and S. Lifchez ’22 converse during the first DEI session for
seniors on January 31.

Meet Akira

by NEEL SHRESTHA ’25

This year, Park welcomed Akira Townes
’13 as the new DEI (Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion) Fellow. Townes is a graduate of
Bates College with a BA degree, and holds a
Masters in Public Health from the University
of Washington.
“Never leave a place the way you found
it; always leave it better than you found it.”
Throughout her life, this mantra was repeated to Townes. Inspired by it, she hopes to
make sure that students don’t have negative
experiences or face discrimination.
Townes had always been a “justice-oriented human” fighting for change when she saw
injustice and inequity, including at Park.
Her undergraduate and graduate work was
based around the principles of justice and equity, facilitating a focus group on the inequality and inequity towards women and people
of color in STEM classes and centering historically marginalized groups.
“Her materials were really compelling
and [also] the way she saw the importance
of this work for students,” Associate Head of
School Priscilla Morales said.
As DEI fellow, Townes has explained that
she intends to emphasize the “importance of
humility and empathy,” and acting respectfully towards others in all situations.
According to Townes, many people “run
away” from this idea, and don’t want to be
put in an uncomfortable situation, blamed,
or perceived in a negative light. People are
afraid of saying something possibly offensive or incorrect, so they avoid confrontation
about it.
Townes’ hope for having difficult conversations like these is that everyone is met
with “empathy and compassion and [...] with
that, accountability.” Even with different
backgrounds, people must be in agreement
towards a common goal of diversity, equity
and inclusion.
When Townes and DEI Director Courtney
Rollins made the DEI course curriculum, it
started with activities such as the “bead activ-
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New Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Fellow Akira Townes ’13 uses her experience as a former Park student to
design the DEI program.

ity,” where colored beads are used to express
identity and show students how diverse their
lives are, ranging from the diversity of their
close friends, to the diversity of bands and
TV shows they enjoy.
The curriculum has changed based on
feedback received from students. Because of
those changes, students are able to express
themselves in a way that helps everyone
learn and is comfortable for them.
The program has been refocused to give
students a chance to talk about their own
experiences, what they see in the media,
and their perspectives on issues in their own
communities and the world at large.
But DEI isn’t only about racism and racial biases. It also covers topics like gender
inequalities.
DEI gives students an opportunity to convey their feelings and opinions, as well as
listen to others, make connections, and have
conversations about them.
Danny Field ’24 touched on the strengths
of DEI. “People are open to how they truly
feel, and the teachers do their best to understand.”
Nina Wali ’25 said that “the curriculum
addresses race well and I think having students mostly lead is a very good idea when
the students are comfortable with it.”

Deconstructing misconceptions about learning disabilities
by SHIRA NUSINOV ’24
A version of this article was
written as part of an assignment for English teacher Sarah
Schwartz’s Writing about Love
course. The original assignment
was to write a definition essay,
and the topic Shira Nusinov ’24
chose was learning disabilities.
Her purpose was to define this
concept, spread awareness, and
deconstruct stereotypes about
learning disabled students.

Most people do not fully understand the nuances of learning disabilities and mistakenly think that
learning disabled (LD) students
are incapable or lazy. However,
LD learners are often the most
hardworking students who put
forth double the time and effort to
achieve what non-LD students can
do with relative ease.
It is crucial to understand LDs
and avoid flawed judgements.
According to Karyn Fisher, Upper School Learning Specialist, 31

percent of Upper School Students
have a diagnosed learning disability. Because of this, the school is
working closely with teachers to
ensure that the needs of these LD
students are met.
“Teachers are doing professional development, including the
Mindprint assessment. The school
has also implemented new assistive
technology options for students,
such as Learning Ally and Kami,”
Fisher said.
The Mindprint Assessment, developed by neuroscientists at Penn
Medicine and the National Institute
of Mental Health, measures the efficacy of learners’ cognitive skills
and executive functions, such as
processing speed and memory.
Also, with the help of several
students, the school established a
club called Like Minds where LD
students can seek support. Like
Minds is also committed to educating teachers and students about
learning disabilities by helping deconstruct misconceptions.
One common misconception

about learning disabilities is that
they are the learner’s fault, which is
ridiculous. Nobody controls whether or not they have an LD, and no
one would ever choose to have one
because almost everything about
LDs is a stigma, and the last thing
an LD learner wants is to stand out
in a crowd. Instead, learning disabilities are caused by genetics and
the brain.
In “What is Dyslexia?” Dr.
Kelli Sandman-Hurley, author and
co-founder of the Dyslexia Training Institute, explains that the left
side of the brain controls subject
skills like math, science, language,
and reading, while the right side

controls art, music, creativity, and
social skills. The right side of a
dyslexic learner’s brain is more active, so when it comes time to read
a word, it takes longer for the information to travel through the left
side of the brain, causing learning
difficulties.
While learning disabilities cannot be cured, accommodations help
LD students manage their challenges so they can succeed in the
classroom. These accommodations,
which may include extended time
and the use of a calculator, for example, are sometimes misinterpreted by non-LD students as unfair;
they think accomodations give LD
This graphic from national nonproft organization Eye to Eye represents the one in five
people who learn differently.
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students an advantage. However,
accommodations are not designed
to make work easier, and they are
not excuses to avoid work. Instead,
they are intended to even the playing field between LD and non-LD
learners.
According to LD advocate Dr.
Kerry Magro, “Allowing a student
with a hidden disability to struggle academically or socially when
all that is needed for success are
appropriate accommodations and
explicit instructions is no different
than failing to provide a ramp for a
person in a wheelchair.”
Some simply do not understand
that without these accommodations
disabled learners cannot reach their
potential. With just a little bit of
help and the use of their accommodations, many LD students can
achieve the same academic standards as their non-LD peers.
It is important for LD students
to accept their strengths and weaknesses and for others to avoid passing judgment.
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Bring back asynchronous Wednesdays
The

by ZARA CHEEK ’24

Let’s go back in time for a second: It’s October 2020, the peak of
the pandemic, and Park’s Upper
School has started school in hybrid
mode. Freshmen and sophomores
go on campus Mondays and Fridays, and on Zoom Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Juniors and seniors are flipped,
going on campus Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and on zoom Mondays
and Fridays.
The middle of the week? Free.
No classes. No reason to wake up
early. With the exception of a short
assembly, DEI, or advisory checkin, us students have a day to do
whatever we need to do, whether
it’s meet with teachers, work on
group projects, sit down and get all
of our work done, take time to recuperate, or simply enjoy a long nap.
Now it’s 2022 and we’ve settled
into the new normal, but with that,
levels of stress are rising again.
Last year it became clear that asynchronous Wednesdays were needed
to protect the mental clarity of students from the challenges of online
learning.
We need asynchronous Wednesdays back—for the same reasons
they were created.
This year, the packed school
day leaves little room for rest and
productivity. With X blocks being
cramped with both lunch and club
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time, G blocks short and used for
ensemble meetings, and a good
chunk of Wednesdays being used
for assemblies, the only option left
is to complete school work late
in the evening when we should
be getting much-needed hours of
sleep. “Between my busy schedule in and outside of school, I’m
left doing homework late at night,
during breaks between classes, and
sometimes even during classes. I’ll
be working on Core 10 when I’m
supposed to be reading about the
salt trade in history,” Alexis Irving-Zubkus ’24 said.
When we work late at night, our
eyesight is damaged from our computers and our muscles, brains, and
organs do not get a full chance to
recuperate. Without rest, we cannot function properly.
Not only is lack of sleep bad
for our physical and mental health,
but it also drives us away from the

school work itself.
If we are staying up till one in
the morning trying to figure out difficult homework problems, we’re
being pushed away from our in-

terest in that topic, because we
begin to see it only as something
confusing and frustrating that digs
into well-deserved and well-needed
sleeping time.
Asynchronous Wednesdays give

all students a proper break, provide
sufficient time to work on assignments and improve the mental and
physical health of the student body.
This argument isn’t just representing the students, though. The
packed schedule also affects our
teachers, leaving them “rushed
to prepare for classes and grade
work,” as history teacher Grace
Gahagan said.
Asynchronous
Wednesdays
could be used for teachers to meet
with students, create lesson plans,
grade assignments, and have department meetings.
Without this consistent and flexible “free day,” a cycle of stress and
frustration is created: students are

stressed because they aren’t getting work done in time, teachers
are stressed because their students
are submitting assignments late or
incomplete. Teachers aren’t completing work in a timely or produc-

tive manner because they are given
work late, students are stressed because their teachers aren’t getting
work back to them quickly, and
then before you know it, it’s the last
week of the semester and everyone
is in a rush to grade, return, correct,
complete, and submit assignments.
It’s chaotic, it’s unfair and, ultimately, it’s unhealthy. Not to mention it’s stressful as hell.
But the good news is, this can
be fixed. The current Wednesday
schedule already reduces two of
our classes to just an hour long.
Here are Parks’ options:
Option A) Cut out all Wednesday classes and create free time,
providing students the opportunity
to come onto campus or stay home
Option B) Make Wednesday
classes one hour long, leaving the
rest of the school day as free time.
Option B would be a huge step
towards mending the community’s
stress levels. Out of 170 Upper
School students and faculty surveyed, 72% voted to reinstate asynchronous Wednesdays.
Everyone has been worn down
by the uncertainty of rapidly changing Covid procedures and planning.
We don’t know what the future
holds, even though we are still trying our best in school.
We all deserve a real break.

Stop buying SUVs
by ALEX NORBROOK ’22
Every time I see a shiny new SUV pull
into the carpool line, I lose a bit more hope
that we can avert the worst effects of the climate crisis. If, as a wealthy community as a
whole, we can’t stop buying the latest carbon-spewing vehicles, how on earth can we
actually start to scale back our carbon-ravenous lifestyle?
SUVs are large, often four-wheel-drive
cars which sit high off of the ground, combining off-road design with comfortable
family-friendly features. Classified as “light
trucks,” SUVs sneakily get away with lax
emissions standards (they are permitted to
belch more carbon than regular-sized cars).
They’re considered a status symbol as
much as they tout smoother rides and better
visibility. But they are so much more destructive to the planet than regular combustion
cars. Because of these factors, SUVs emit
“luxury” emissions: emissions that are needlessly caused by an excess of wealth without
serving human welfare.
Forty percent of new cars are SUVs,
which use 25-30 percent more energy than
regular medium-sized combustion vehicles.
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), SUVs are the second largest cause
of increasing CO2 emissions since 2010.
You heard that right: they were more responsible for escalating emissions than the
steel industry, the aviation industry, or the
shipping industry.

The IEA estimates that “SUVs were responsible for all of the 3.3 million barrels a
day growth in oil demand from passenger
cars between 2010 and 2018” (a barrel of oil
is 42 gallons). Because of SUVs, we have
burned 3.3 million more barrels of oil globally than we would have without that type of
car.
This happened even as oil consumption
from normal gas-burning cars decreased
slightly. If this alarming trend continues
(read, if our parents buy a new SUV), by
2040 that increase would be an additional
two million barrels a day in oil demand. So
while buying a gas-powered sedan or hatchback is still bad for the planet, it is far better
than getting an SUV.
While electric SUVs exist, they use far
more energy than their regular-sized counterparts, and cost thousands of dollars more.
In reality, electric cars aren’t really a sustainable climate solution because of the process
to mine battery materials; we need massive
public transportation infrastructure to really
combat the climate crisis (which would require a more expansive bus system at Park).
But that’s an issue for another article.
The worrying uptick in SUV purchases is
more dangerous than the millions more barrels of oil cars will burn through alone.
It represents a stubbornness on our part to
even attempt to move to a net-zero future: if
we can’t cut out the most excessive emissions
sources from our life, how can we make more
substantial cuts to our carbon-ravenous, con-
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Parents wait in SUVs in the Lower School carpool line. SUVs emit luxury emissions,
styming the chance for a carbon neutral future.

sumerist lifestyle? It shows that we refuse to
make the smallest sacrifice even as we hurtle
down the track to climate disaster.
Oil consumption and exploitation is increasing by leaps and bounds at the same
time the climate crisis gets worse and worse
each day. The IEA estimates we will up our
global oil consumption by four percent this
year, from 96.90 million barrels per day to
100.52 million barrels per day (a 500,000 oil
barrel uptick every single day for the next
year). This wasteful and destructive increase
is largely due to SUV sales.
We must rapidly reign in how much carbon we pour into the atmosphere to prevent

unimaginable catastrophes down the line.
As I am writing this, a 1,500 acre California
patch of forest which has little to no history
of fires is being burned alive. The tallest tree
in the world, 275 feet tall, had to be given
a fire-resistant blanket to spare it from the
blaze.
Parents have a responsibility to leave
behind a livable world to their children. As
students of this school, we must hold them
accountable to that duty. If our parents really
care about their weighty responsibility, we
need to push them to do the right thing: stop
buying SUVs.
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Park needs more Black and POC faculty
BY KELBY JAMES ’23

As a member of the Black Female Forum,
a question posed at least once a year is: “Why
aren’t there more Black teachers at Park?”
The majority of the employees of color
are part of the cafeteria staff or part of the
after-school cleaning crew. Of all 50 Upper School teachers, only nine are of color,
four of whom are specifically Black/African
American. Of these teachers, there are only
two math/science teachers of color and neither are Black/African American. What message does that send to students, both of color
or otherwise?
It is paramount that students feel comfortable and safe in an environment dedicated
to their learning. One way to ensure that is
to have teachers students can identify with.
Park is based on fostering relationships between students and teachers; that relationship
is directly connected to how successful and
pushed a student feels. Not to say each teacher does not have their own story or unique
experiences, but the majority of teachers are
white and cannot directly relate to an important factor to the students of color.
Throughout my five and a half years at
Park, I’ve been fortunate enough to have at
least one Black teacher almost every year
that I could identify with. However, my peers
have had one or two teachers they could relate to racially. “As a mixed girl, the only
teacher I’ve been able to identify with racial-

photo by J. Apostolo ’23

Black Female Forum and Black Male Forum installed a “Wall of Excellence” in
the Humanities hallway to celebrate Black faculty during Black History Month.

ly was Leela Chanterelle,” Zara Cheek ’24
said. Unfortunately, Chanterelle, an English
teacher, left at the end of last school year.
It is not uncommon for teachers of color
to leave Park. Since 2016, five teachers have
left for a variety of reasons, but that begs the
question: why can’t Park retain teachers of
color, especially in subjects like history and
math? Between both subjects, there are two
teachers of color, and none are specifically
Black. “For two out of four Black teachers
I’ve had, it feels almost as if you have to seek
them out,” Taneya Dove ’22 said. “I think it

Bill counters abortion restrictions
BY JULIA LEVIN ’25
According to the Guttmacher
Institute, in 2021, over 106 laws
restricting abortion access were
passed—the highest number in
history. These laws are extremely invasive and discriminatory.
However, many are fighting
back against this onslaught of
repressive laws. A recent piece
of federal legislation called the
Women’s Health Protection Act
(WHPC), passed by the House,
would limit the abortion restrictions that states can impose. It
will soon be voted on in the Senate. If passed, as stated by actforwomen.org, it would prohibit
unnecessary restrictions on abortion such as mandatory waiting
periods, two-trip requirements
(where pregnant individuals
must make two trips to their
doctor’s office before having an
abortion), counseling, and mandatory ultrasounds (a measure
intended to discourage individuals from having abortions).
Currently, legislation enacted
by states that restricts abortion
access, such as Senate Bill 1 in
Texas, which prohibits abortions
after six weeks, is particularly
harmful and traumatic for victims of rape and incest. Texas
Governor Greg Abbott made
it clear that he will not support
these victims: he refused to sign
legislation that, while prohibiting most abortions, still allowed
for exceptions for victims of rape
and incest.
Laws that explicitly prohibit
abortions are quite problemat-

ic, even if they allow exceptions.
This is due to the fact that very
few rape victims ever come forward to report their rape: reporting often poses a threat to them,
as most victims are somehow biologically, romantically, or socially connected to their rapist. For
example, according to the Center
for Awareness, Response, and Education at Richmond University,
“90% of sexual assaults on college campuses are committed by
someone the victim knows.”
In addition, abortion restrictions are almost always enacted
by men who have no business telling people who may need abortions what to do with their bodies.
The idea of regulating people’s
bodies is inherently wrong, sexist,
and harmful to victims of sexual
abuse.
The WHPC is trying to combat
these oppressive laws, and would
ensure that “governments may not
limit a provider’s ability to prescribe certain drugs, offer abortion services via telemedicine,
or immediately provide abortion
services when the provider determines a delay risks the patient’s
health.” The person receiving the
abortion is permitted to access
necessary medical care without
government interference. This bill
is crucial to the future of people
who may need abortions and ensures their safety.
WHPA is only the first step
we need to fight for reproductive
justice. To help get the WHPA
passed, I encourage you to call
your senator and request that they
support this piece of legislation.

could be beneficial to have more Black teachers that teach core subjects, like math and science.”
This longing for more teachers of color
to provide a stronger sense of community
has been prevalent for years. In 2018, former Park students wrote an article similar
to this one, asking the same questions. Why
does Park struggle to retain faculty of color?
What are we missing: growth opportunities,
support, or a sense of community? What does
that say about our school?
While the obvious solution would be to

simply hire more teachers of color, the issue
itself is complicated. Hiring involves search
firms, administrators, department chairs, student panels, sample classes, and more.
The intense want for more teachers of color is not solely for students of color to have
someone they can identify with, but also in
order for students to have an equitable experience at Park. The skills of students of
color have been unnecessarily questioned
on numerous occasions. Students have asked
clarification questions to teachers and then
been made to feel less-than for advocating for themselves; something Park heavily
encourages students to do. Increasing the
number of faculty of color could potentially
decrease these incidents of bias. It is crucial
that everyone, from administrators, to teachers, to students, is exposed to teachers of different backgrounds in order to provide new
perspectives that, for white teachers, would
not be possible to completely emphasize. Although there could be any number of reasons
a staff member decides to leave Park, the
come-and-go feeling when it comes to faculty of color is disheartening to many.
We could always blame the administration for not hiring teachers of color, but we
all play a part. It is just as necessary to understand the importance students have in making
Park a school where students and teachers are
happy to work and learn and are not discredited because of their race.

Justice Served in Djokovic Case

cartoon by O. Brauer ’22

by NOAH BENDER ’24 and
JOSH SOLOMON ’24

Novak Djokovic, who has been
ranked the number one tennis player by the Association of Tennis Professionals for 350 weeks, was denied entry into Australia on January
5, blocking his chance to compete
in the 2022 Australian Open. This
decision denied him the possibility
of becoming the most successful
male tennis player of all time and
break the three-way tie of 20 grand
slam wins between himself, Roger
Federer, and Rafael Nadal.
Djokovic, who was not vaccinated against Covid, was barred
from entering Australia. He did not
have the proper visa, and lied about
the status of his health.
After being denied entry into the
country for the first time, Djokovic
was taken to the Park Hotel in Melbourne, Australia where he waited
to appeal his case. This hotel not

only held the world’s number one
tennis star, but it was also a place
where dozens of refugees and
asylum seekers heave waited for
months and years before getting the
chance to appeal their cases
Unlike other asylum seekers,
Djokovic was given the opportunity to testify before the Australian
government after only a few days.
It was finally ruled that the minister of immigration had full liberty
to cancel Djokovic’s visa, potentially leading to a three-year ban
of reentry. Since the beginning of
his career, it seems as if Djokovic
believes that he is exempt from following basic rules of conduct while
competing professionally on and
off the court.
Fans aren’t the only ones with
something to say about this situation. Nadal, commented in an interview with the Boston Globe about
the importance of following rules
and staying safe during this difficult time.
“If [Djokovic] wanted, he would
be playing here in Australia without
a problem,” Nadal said before the
tournament began. Nadal, who tested positive for Covid-19 in December of 2021, had already received
the vaccine and complied with the
rules before entering Australia.
Although Djokovic would have
brought great profit to the tournament, legal justice prevailed to
maintain the safety of spectators
and staff. While the minister made
the right decision to show respect to
Australian citizens who adhered to
lockdowns and Covid restrictions,
this case exposed the injustice and
imbalance of power within the Aus-

tralian government.
Because of this case, it is now
clear that immigration minister
Alex Hawke has the unchecked
power to deport or accept anyone
from Australia and has chosen to
keep dozens of refugees and asylum seekers trapped. This is something that needs to change for a
more equitable future in Australia.
No person should have this much
power to decide the fate of tens of
thousands of people and be able to
keep them confined for years without giving them the opportunity to
appeal.
Amidst an ongoing deadly pandemic, the certainty of safe competition is still up in the air. Recently, the French Open announced
its plans to require participants to
be immunized against Covid-19.
This requirement, as well as the
uncertainty of Djokovic’s ability
to travel, means that his ability to
compete for this year and next will
be limited.
After a grueling five and a half
hour battle in the final, Rafa Nadal
beat Daniil Medvedev, breaking the
tie for the most grand slams won
and showing fans worldwide that
Nadal is not to be messed with even
at 35 years of age.
While Federer and Djokovic
fans were slightly let down, they
still marveled at the site of this
great achievement. Nadal faced a
serious foot injury near the end of
2020, and his future wasn’t certain.
Nadal worked through the injuries
and fought as hard as he could;
therefore, this victory was very
special not just for him, but for all
tennis fans.
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Violinist Rebekah Geller ’23 excels across musical genres

photo courtesy R. Geller ’23

R. Geller ’23 performs as first chair with the Baltimore Symphony
Youth Orchestra.
by ELIZABETH ROSENBAUM ’24

Rebekah Geller ’23 grew up
surrounded by music. With a father
who is a professional guitarist and
a mother who is a professional hornist and singer, she was introduced
to a variety of music at a young age.
So it was no surprise that at the age
of three, Geller began to play the
violin. “It was never forced upon
me,” she said. “I’m the one that
wanted to practice.”

Geller was taught by a family
friend that exposed her to both classical music and fiddle music. “Fiddle music has a lot of improvisation
and that really made me enjoy playing,” she said.
“In school, I am part of the Park
Jazz Collective (PJC),” Geller said.
“I joined as a freshman, which was
very exciting for me because that is
where I made a lot of my friends.”
She did not play jazz music before joining PJC, but she was able

to learn very quickly. With a father
who is a jazz guitarist, she was able
to quickly understand newer aspects of playing this type of music.
“I have always heard jazz because
my dad plays it for a living,” she
said. “I always used to listen to him
play and think that the music was
so complicated, but it was just because I never played it.”
She described jazz as “a very
free style of music with lots of improvisation.” She continued, “You
can add your own style to the music.”
This genre of music requires
much improvisation, a skill that she
used significantly while playing
fiddle music. Her previous experience playing the fiddle helped her
in learning jazz music as well.
Geller is in a variety of music
groups outside of Park, such as
the Baltimore Symphony Youth
Orchestra (BSYO). She also takes
private violin lessons. Her father,
because of his profession, helps
Geller get gigs at restaurants and
other locations, where she is paid
to play for an audience in a more
informal setting. She gets to share

her passion with people who would
not otherwise hear her music. “It’s
really cool to be able to play out in
the world and have that sort of be
my job,” Geller said.
Because of last year’s lockdown, Geller had time to try some
new instruments, learning the guitar and piano.
However, the pandemic has
limited the ability of musicians to
play together in-person. Therefore,
Geller has participated in virtual
lessons and virtual orchestra practices.
Every member of her family
plays an instrument, including her
sister, who plays the violin and
mandolin. “It’s really special to be
able to play with my family,” Geller
said. “My family had a band for a
while and used to play for contra
dancing, a form of folk dancing,”
she said.
Music has a significant role in
her family because it is one of the
things that brings them all together.
In the future, Geller has plans to
continue to pursue music, potentially as a career. “Right now, being a
professional musician is definitely

something I am thinking about and
considering pursuing,” she said. “I
have definitely thought about being
an orchestral musician,” she continued.
However, Geller wants to make
sure that playing music continues
to be fun. “My biggest thing that
I am trying to hold onto is just the
pure joy of playing and never letting classes or doing too much of it
get in the way of being able to enjoy it,” Geller said. Playing music
is a highlight of Geller’s life and
she wants it to always be that way.
“The cool thing is that I am able
to play music out in the world and
I want to continue that no matter
what happens,” she said.
Geller enjoys how music connects a large group of people and
she loves to share her passion with
the real world.
“I will always play music with
other people and have that be my
way of connecting with them,” she
said.
Through this skill and by sharing this gift, she can form communities and bonds, whether it is within her family, PJC, or BSYO.

Valentine-o-grams get personal once again
by HARRISON SCHAPIRO ’22
Valentine-o-grams or “singing telegrams,” have been a Park
School tradition for nearly 20 years.
The two Upper School acapella
groups, Vocal Chords and Eightnotes, travel the halls of the Upper
School to sing to lucky students.
Valentine-o-grams can be purchased by anyone, and are addressed
to friends and teachers alike. Half
of the proceeds go to charities chosen by the singers. Often, students
send Valentine-o-grams as a joke,
hoping to surprise the individual
with a personal, romantic serenade
interrupting class.

The unforseen circumstances
of the pandemic required Valentine-o-grams to move online in
the 2020-2021 school year, where
singers interrupted Zoom classes
with pre-recorded videos of their
performances.
“Virtual
Valentine-o-grams
were just not the same,” Adele Dinerstein, Upper School Music Chair,
said.
The format for delivering Valentine-o-grams will change this
year to reflect pandemic precautions. Recipients of the singing
telegrams will be notified about the
gift, and then travel to the Upper
School Commons during M or the

first part of X to hear their songs. If
the groups are not able to deliver all
songs during the free blocks, they’ll
visit classrooms if faculty members
agree.
Valentine-o-grams, which cover mostly classic love songs, are
selling for $2.00 each or $5.00 for
three.
Vocal Chords member Tomer
Nusinov ’24 said he “hopes to experience it fully…and go surprise a
classroom.”
Sasha Lifchez ’22, a member of
Eightnotes, is looking forward to
performing this year, as each member chooses their individual song
and group formation.

photo by M. Norenberg ’24

Eightnotes, the US acapella singing group, practices their selection of songs for Valentine’s Day. Rehearsal for the marathon
day of Valentine-o-grams begins just after winter break.

“I think Valentine-o-grams are a
solid part of the Park culture and I
hope that we can keep them going

and keep getting people involved. It
really just is an expression of love,”
she said.

Third movie disappoints viewers after years of waiting
by BRANDON ZAYON ’22
After roughly four years, the last
movie of the trilogy of this monumentally profitable franchise was
released.
With trailer after trailer revealing more and more about the film,
previewing characters from past
films you thought you would never see again returning, as well as a
bold, new direction, this movie had
every opportunity to be as good, if
not better than, the previous two.
Yet, sadly, that wasn’t the case.
This movie falls into every possible trap that it could have. The
story (if you can even call it that)
is little more than a fetch quest in
which the lead has to deliver items
to specific characters.

It was fun at first, but as we
were introduced to more characters,
each with less personality than the
last, the movie went from as fun as
its predecessor, to a boring slog that
felt four hours longer than it was.
Nothing in this movie felt like it
mattered and the actors’ inability to
sell any emotion didn’t help.
All the actors in the movie were
horrible in their roles. For example,
one of these actors was amazing in
the recent Tick… Tick… Boom!, but
in this movie, it was like all their
energy was absent in several scenes
that required more of it.
The returning villains? Despite
being the best part of the previous
movies, they were boring.
This is even worse on the count
that the returning villains get more
attention than our supposed “pro-

tagonists,” so we can’t even spend
time with all the characters as
equally as we would have wanted.
The cinematography and directing are slightly improved, as well
as the effects, yet it is blatantly obvious when some characters interact with others who are clearly not
in the same room.
The soundtrack is the same
draining nothingness that it’s been
for the last two films, and at this
point I probably would have enjoyed myself more if I watched the
movie on mute.
This movie disappointed me
more than anything. I found the last
two so entertaining that I was genuinely looking forward to this one.
These movies have so much going
for them, be it the cast, genuine cre-

ativity, or the mean-spiritedness that goes on
during some of the plot
points.
In the end, though, The Princess Switch 3: Romancing the
Star did not capture any of the
fun from the previous two in the
series. What? Did you think
I was reviewing another
famous movie trilogy
finale?
Anyway,
at
least Spiderman
was good.

image courtesy freepngimg.com
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Diana the Musical dazzles closing night crowd
by LUCIA KELEMEN ’24

My aunt had bought two tickets to Diana:
the Musical expecting it to be an average
Broadway experience, but by the time I had
been given one ticket as a surprise Christmas
present, the shocking announcement was
already well-known throughout the theater
community: Diana, a musical following the
life of Princess Diana, was closing its doors,
and was doing so on the very day that I was
going to see it.
With this stunning news in mind, I packed
my bags excited to see a closing night on
Broadway for the very first time unaware of
just how wildly memorable the experience
would turn out to be. The first, and one of the
most shocking, sight we saw when arriving at
Broadway's Longacre Theater was not inside,
but rather outside. It was the tremendously
long entrance line awaiting us. I remember
trudging through an entire block full of people to find a very chaotic back of the line, and
even more so having looked on in envy at the
audience members who had come dressed in
glimmering tiaras, ball-worthy dresses, and
other Diana-related costumes that I had never seen before. My aunt and I, taken aback by
such coordinated cosplay, chatted extensively both to each other and to bedazzled line
members who claimed to have seen the show
numerous times before that fateful day.
After what seemed like an eternity, my
theater companion and I were finally permitted entrance into the Longacre. The lobby bustled with excitement, and casual talks
of how people were going to miss this show
once it disappeared forever.
Worried by the commotion, my aunt and
I hurried to the merchandise table, where I
luckily snagged one of the last shirts in my
size. Scrawled across its pristine black fabric
in blue, bold font read the words “I choose
happiness.” I found it to be a surprisingly

image courtesy Us Weekly

Diana: the Musical depicts the life of
Diana, Princess of Wales.

heartfelt sentiment in the moment, and was
even charmed by the gaudy pink tote bag that
accompanied my purchase. We were greeted
by a similar shade of pink while walking to
our seats, because the set piece onstage was
adorned with fuchsia flowers. I took a few
selfies with what little set I could see, but
I wasn’t as concerned with conserving the
memory as I was blocking out the already
roaring crowd. It seemed as though all theater etiquette was left behind that night, and
freed from the constraints of usual expectations, the public was communally mourning
the imminent death of Diana: the Musical.
My innocent self assumed that the volume
would not exceed the current pre-show level, but as soon as the lights started to flash,
and the show’s star, Jeanna de Waal, walked
slowly to center stage, I immediately left that
assumption behind and drowned in noise. It
must have been a full two minutes before
de Waal could sing an audible word, but her
body language and facial expression alone

photo courtesy Michele Kelemen

L. Kelemen ’24 joined with other enthusiastic theatergoers in New York City to
say good-bye to Diana the Musical.

showed me that she was going to put everything into this performance.
The show that then unfolded before me
was as gaudy as my new tote bag, as camp
as the Netflix pro-shot had made it out to be,
as insane as the critics had warned, but also
understandably fun. The upbeat numbers
were strangely electrifying. I did shed a few
tears during the larger, ‘80s power-ballads,
and I gawked in awe at how de Waal changed
from gorgeous dress to gorgeous dress so
quickly. Diana: the Musical had some wild,

confusing charisma that I cannot quite name,
and if those ballgown-clad, tiara-wearing,
Diana-brained audience members manage
to maintain their obsession with this show,
Diana the Musical could very well become
Broadway’s next cult musical.
Hell, if Diana does become the new brilliantly wonky show, akin to Be More Chill or
Carrie, I’ll join the hype train. This show has
given me quite the tale, so I may as well pay
Diana: the Musical back in kind.

Soul-stirring sequel inspires empathy and reflection
by MANGO NORENBERG ’24

image courtesy Simon and Schuster

Almost a decade passed before fans
could rejoin the journey of teen protagonists Aristotle and Dante in this
revelatory sequel to the 2012 Young
Adult novel Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe.

The highly-anticipated sequel to writer
and poet Benjamin Alire Sáenz’s multiple
award-winning novel Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe fills
readers with hope, heartache and pensiveness.
Sáenz’s previous novel depicts 17-yearold Aristotle “Ari” Mendoza’s coming of age
and realization of his sexual orientation after
meeting Dante Quintana. The sequel, Aristotle and Dante Dive into the Waters of the
World, picks up where the previous novel left
off, continuing Ari’s journey toward adulthood during his senior year of high school.
After coming to terms with his feelings for
Dante, Ari starts rekindling his relationships
with the other people in his life. After years
of keeping his distance, Ari strengthens his
connections with his parents and older sisters. He also welcomes some lifelong peers
into his realm of loneliness. They were the
closest he had to a group of friends. This
novel is set during the HIV/AIDS epidemic
of the 1980s. As such, it deeply explores the
themes of loss and belonging.
Aristotle and Dante is a soul-stirring and
thought-provoking work. I could hardly put it
down after reading the first few paragraphs.
Most of its chapters lasted no longer than a
page or two, which helped move the story
forward at a steady yet constant pace, urging
me to keep turning its pages.

It was fascinating to get a glimpse of
what life was like during the AIDS crisis,
especially since the story is told by a queer
protagonist struggling to find community in
a homophobic society. I had known prior to
opening this book that the LGBTQ+ population was disproportionately affected by this
epidemic. My heart broke while learning
of characters’ passings (to prevent spoilers,
those characters will remain unnamed).
A scene that has moved me to empathy
was when the lovers visited a small art vendor and came across a vivid painting by an
artist who recently died of AIDS. The artist
had also composed an eloquent poem accompanying his painting and conveying his final
thoughts. He professed, “A man who loves
another man does not matter/because he is
not a man– and his paintings and his poems
and whatever he thinks or says or feels do
not/matter… So I became an artist and a poet
so I could paint and write the things/that mattered– even if they only mattered to me.” After reading each line of that powerful poem,
I could truly feel for that talented artist, who
pursued his passions despite the backlash he
encountered.
I was inspired to reflect on my own coming of age and interactions with the various people in my life, especially with those
whom I barely know. I was touched by the
scene when Ari comes face-to-face with his
adversary whom he only knew as the daughter of one of his mother’s friends, whose son

also lost his life to AIDS. After hearing of the
troubles she had lived through, and narrating
his own difficulties as a queer person, he soon
understands her insecurities. From that interaction, I discovered that reaching out to those
with whom I barely talk allows me to learn
things about them I otherwise never would
have known.
The story’s main chain of events outweighed discussions about the AIDS epidemic, other than the mention of deaths and
headlines. While I understand this novel is
not meant to be a piece of historical fiction,
I believe the context of any historical event
like the epidemic must arise before the more
fictionalized aspects are weaved in so we can
understand life in the thick of a health crisis,
especially since we are living in a pandemic
today.
Overall, I find Aristotle and Dante Dive
Into the Waters of the World to be a poignant
read and powerful continuation of Sáenz’s
acclaimed bestseller. Reading the book, I
learned unforgettable lessons on the themes
of belonging, grief, human connections, and
heard some eloquent voices of the fogotten
during this health crisis.
I recommend this book to young fans of
romance and especially to those who love
the powerful plot of Saenz’s previous novel,
eager to learn those next chapters of Ari’s development and emotive love story.

Rating: 4.5/5
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St. John ’23 lands a spectacular buzzer beater Renick Round
Table

photo by F. Mantilla ’25

S. St. John ’23 rushes to defend Park’s basket during the game. Scan the QR code
above to see St. John’s game-winning shot.

by SAMANTHA SOLOMON ’22
Parents and friends are on the edge of
their seats, staring at the scoreboard. 59-59. It
is the fourth quarter. 2.3 seconds stand frozen
on the clock in the Athletic Center, drawing
the nervous eyes of players on the bench. Inbounder Paul Rodgers ’23 stands on the sidelines, ball in hand. Darryl France ‘22 screens
for Joshua Codrington ’23, attempting to get
him open.
Rogers passes the ball to Codrington,
starting the final countdown. Codrington
sprints between players, past the half-court
line. Alex Zuk ’22 stands on the left side of

the three point line, guarding players.
A few feet away from the three point line
on the right side of the court stands Sam St.
John ’23, with a player closing in on him.
Codrington and St. John make eye contact,
and in a split second, Codrington passes him
the ball. St. John takes a leap of faith - he
shoots the ball from just over the three-point
line.
The ball arcs in the air, beginning its descent. It gracefully swishes straight into the
net, almost in slow motion. The crowd goes
wild.
St. John has been playing basketball since
he was in fourth grade. “I like basketball be-

cause it is team oriented...it’s a lot of people
working together towards a goal,” St. John
said. “I thought the shot was off. I thought
it was headed left, and I was surprised when
it went in…It was like in slow motion. It all
happened so slowly. I couldn’t even believe it
at the time. My teammates mobbed me from
behind. It was wild.”
Going into the game, the team’s captains,
France, Rodgers, and St. John knew it would
be close. It was the third game of the season,
and the Bruins were craving for a win.
France and Rodgers were ecstatic when
the buzzer beater won Park the game. “It was
our first win this year. That felt pretty good. I
expected it [the ball] to go in,” Rodgers said.
France echoed Rodgers’ statement. “It was
definitely a good way to cap off that game,
and to cap off our first win. He [St. John] had
a great game,” he reflected.
The team said ‘good game’ to The Seed
School players, and then rushed to the locker
room to celebrate.
“It was one of the most significant moments in sports I’ve ever experienced,” said
teammate Alden Pickering ’22.
But another celebration would come a few
days later. St. John was sitting in his Border
Ontologies English class and glanced at his
phone before putting it down, when he saw a
strange notification.
NBA player of the Denver Nuggets, Monte Morris, with over 146,000 followers on Instagram, reposted the Bruin’s Athletic Council clip of St John on his story. Thousands
of people from across the country witnessed
St. John’s once-in-a-lifetime play. “It was an
amazing feeling,” St. John reflected.

Freshman plays integral role on Varsity Basketball
Sophie Zirkin ’25, known for her iconic three-point shots, passing skills, and knowledge of the
game, pushes herself and her team towards success during her first season.
by WILL PERES ’23
With one of the best three-point shots in
the conference, freshman Sophie Zirkin ’25
has championed the role of point guard for
the Girls’ Varsity Basketball team with pride.
With a close bond already present with
the team, Zirkin’s father, otherwise known as
Coach Bobby Zirkin (former State Delegate
and Senator for Maryland’s District 11), has
helped lead them to a successful start with a
conference record of 4-4.
As her family is packed full of basketball
players, it didn’t take long for Zirkin to pick
it up too. She started playing basketball when
she was only five years old, and never took
the ball out of her hand since then.
“Most of my family plays basketball, so
it was always present in my life,” Zirkin explained. “My earliest memory is definitely
playing with my Dad.”
Zirkin competed for more than just school
competition, as she consistently played in
recreational leagues throughout Middle
School. However, entering into her freshman
year as a Varsity player, the competition level
has hit a new high.
“It feels great being on the team,” Zirkin
explains. “I’m really enjoying playing on the
Varsity level because of the competitiveness
and being able to get close with upperclass-
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S. Zirkin ’25 brings her positive energy
to practice and games.

men.”
She has a drive in herself to get better,
wanting to win just as much as everyone else.
“Everything I can do to get better, I want to
do,” Zirkin said.
For most, starting in Varsity basketball
games as only a freshman can be intense,
but for Zirkin, it looks like second nature. As
many can tell from either watching practices
or just coming to the games, Zirkin’s ability
to hit far range threes is something exceptional.
“As a 9th grader, being able to do what
she does at the Varsity level is pretty significant,” Robin Lowe ’84, Director of Girls’

Athletics, said. “Her shooting is certainly really impressive.”
Her passing ability and basketball IQ
makes her a complete package to fit into the
role of point guard. “She definitely has that
team instinct where she likes to distribute the
ball,” Coach Zirkin said.
“She has an instinct for playing team basketball. That’s winning basketball. Winning
basketball is team basketball,” he said. Her
shooting and point guard skills are a result
of the intense practice she’s done throughout
her career.
The bond between coach and player has
already been established well before entering
high school, helping her improve her game
even more. “For me, I love the amount of
time I get to spend with her just as a father.
It’s special,” Coach Zirkin said.
He also praised the team for their supportive behavior through big wins and tough
losses. “These girls, they have great personalities, they are supportive of each other,
even when we play poorly, they’re always
supportive. I love watching them grow up on
the basketball court, it’s special,” he said.
With Zirkin’s shooting skills and her instinct for team basketball, it’s safe to say that
the Girls’ Varsity Basketball’s backcourt is in
good hands for many seasons to come.

Steelers and Ravens rivalry predicted
to fade as player Ben Roethlisberger
nears retirement

by TANNER RENICK ’24
Anyone who follows football has surely
heard the chilling nickname Big Ben, otherwise known as Ben Roethlisberger. The 18year NFL veteran has spent his entire career
with the Pittsburgh Steelers, the Baltimore
Ravens’ longtime rivals.
This is Roethlisberger’s last season with
the NFL, as he is retiring. As his career starts
to wind down, so does the Steelers-Ravens
rivalry.
Roethlisberger debuted in 2004 in the second half of a game against our very own Ravens. Though he ended up losing that game,
he led the Steelers to an AFC Championship
win over the Ravens.
Though the Steelers-Ravens rivalry had
been around long before Big Ben, Roethlisberger reignited one of the AFC’s most heated conflicts between two powerhouse teams.
Ben Roethlisberger became a staple of the
Steelers, and of this matchup.
The rivalry reached a new level of intensity in 2008 when it was dubbed “Flacco vs
Roethlisberger” by the media. The Ravens
and Steelers met three times during the 2008
regular season, with Roethlisberger and the
Steelers taking out the Ravens in every single matchup. In the AFC Championship, the
Steelers again came out on top.
The Steelers and Roethlisberger continued to dominate the rivalry until 2014. The
Ravens went 2-1 against the Steelers, but
the real magic happened in the postseason.
After the Steelers sneaked into the playoffs
by winning in the wild card round, the two
teams met in the first round of the divisional
playoffs. Up to this point, the Steelers were
3-0 in the playoffs, but this game would mark
a turning point in the rivalry.
On January 3, 2014, magic happened. The
Ravens beat the Steelers in the divisional
round of the playoffs. This was the first time
such a feat had occurred in a long time, and it
marked the passing of Steeler domination in
the AFC North.
But what impact will the retiring of Ben
Roethlisberger have on one of football’s
greatest rivalries? I expect to see eased tensions between the rival teams, but only time
will tell.

